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. thing you would have admire~, which is very striking, the ' scaturiency ' 
of the country, that supplies Europe with water ; ·from .every rock, 
frotn every crevice, .such copious st reams of pure crystal pour forth, 
and in such wild profusion, that the effect ·is magical. 

• 

• • 

ASPECTS OF MOUNTAINEERING 
• 

IN THE HIGH ARCTIC . 
• 

• BY N. E. ODELL 
• 

• 

Being the substance of a lecture delivered before the Alpine Club, 
. · · September 4, i943 · · · 

. . 

T should be a .. matter of general knowledge that Arctic travel and . 
expeditionary undertakings have long progressed beyo11d the stage of 
Journeying in tl;le main over vast snowfields and featurele~s icecaps. 

That stage belonged to the. period of attempts on ·the North Pole, the 
North-West Passage, and the crossings ~ef the Inland Ice of Greenland. 
But so many regions of the Arctic are mountainous, that in detailed 

·~xploration mountaineering tec~niqu·e has becom~ an· essential part of 
the craft of travel ; it has in fact.. been l)ecessita.ted by the requiremen.ts 
of widespread survey and scientific...investigation. · . 

The Arctic, in sensu stricto, includes· of course northern N otway, 
where,. however, mountain terrain and conditions differ little if at all 
from those parts of the country . far south of the Arc.tic Circle, and 
indeed have m~ch in common, though on an increased s.cale, with the 
Highlands of Scotland ; whereas extreme southern Greenland, in
undated by great diffiuents from the Inlanrd. Icecap, which reach tidal 
water between. rugged rocky mountains, pos·sesses every aspect of the 
Arctic domain, although a long way soqthward of the Circle. In 
contrast again to southern Greenland is northern .L.abrad~r, lying in· 
eq"Q.ival.ent latitudes, yet whose gen~·ral attributes are more those. of 
Norw,ay.1 The same differences and similarities apply to the north
western coast of No~th America and .Alaska, and they 4re bound up 
m.ore with the ruling climatic factors prevalent in the p~rticular region 
than with actual geographical, ·i.e. latitudinal position, or even with 
topography. ·· " 

The following comments, which in part were embodied in a recent 
lecture to the Aipine Club, are· inten9:ed to outline some of the con
ditions encountered, and the. methods ·of travel adopted, in two moun-
·tain regions of the High Arctic, . namely East Greenl~n.d and Spit~
bergen. They were undertaken by typical scientific expeditions of 
recent years, with three of which the writer served . . He is fully con
scious of the in~dequacy of this necessarily summarised account. 

1 N. E. Odell :· ' Within.artd Without the Arctic Circle;' A~J. 46. 38. sqq. 
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It can perhaps·be claimed that the ascent of Payer Peak (ea. 6900 feet), . 
in. north.-east Greenland by Lieut. Payer, Prof. Copeland, and another 
of the German expedition of 1870, actually inaugur~ted A~ctic moun-. · 
taineering. 2 There were ·no di~culties of approach involved in this 
ascep.t,. since the mountain rises ~hove the great Franz J osef FJord and· 
the climb was commen'ced almost from the expeditionary ship. 

From th.e summit of Payer Peak was seen another high mountain, 
fa1; to the westward, which was named Petermann Peak. It overtopp.ed 
all neighbouring summits which lay along the borders of the Inland 
Icesheet, and it was assumeq that it must be the culminating point of 
Greenl~nd, and not. less than 1 I,ooo feet in height. Fifty-six years 
ehipsed before a Cambridge expedition to thes~ parts made an abortive 
attempt to reach Petermann Peak. 3 It proved to be .a useful preparatory 
reconnaissance, however, for in 1929 Wordie led another Cambridge 
expedition which succeeded in making the first ascent· of Petermann 
Peak. 4 . Suryey work reduced its earlier postulated altitude from 
I I,ooo or mo~e feet to 9650 feet, buf the long journey of 35 · .40 ·miles 
from their fjord landing to the mountain, involving a somewhat corn ... ·· 
plicated route through a neighl;>ouring mountain range, characterised 
this expedition as a considerable achievement and typical of modern 
arctic mountaineering. Altitude may not be great in the case of many 
mountains of the Arctic, but distance and difficulty qf approaGh can 
be excessive. .. . 

The experiences of the writer in this same region were. gained in 
1933 with the Louise A. Boyd expedition, and a considerable area 
north and north-east of Petermann Peak was ~xplored, ·surveyed and 
geologica1ly examined. Ascents we~e· made by him either solo or accom
panied by his· wife or W alter Wood,. of various named· and unnamed 
peaks, including Mount Gag (8550 feet), Nath.orst Peak (787o feet), 
Mount Mona (7ooo ·feet), Mount Gore or Strawberry Peak (7400 feet)~ 
et al. These. remote summits, lying far hack from fjord level and along 
the bo.rders of the Inland Ice, involved ·what may be called alpine 
methods of approach and much strenuous. 'baek-packing' (as the. 
Canadians_ and Americans have it), to ·establish and equip a line · of 
camps_,_ No distinctly arctic methods of transpQrt, su.ch as sledging, · 
could be employed~ for the simple reason that our way into the district 
lay up a long ' dry ' valley, later named the Gregory Valley,· from 
which the trunk glacier· which once occupied it had vanished. Only 

· once tributary glaciers lay on the steep mountain walls of it, and such 
is the low mean temperature of this region, even in summer, that a 
mere trickle of surface water alone; and no basal melt water, from these 
' tributaries ' found its way as drainage during the warmer hours of 
the twenty-four, along the main valley. Evaporation must, however, 
account for a good deal of this water.. Nothing is more striking in these 

· 2 See J. M .. Wordie, Mountaineering (Lons.dale Library), chap. 26; p. 314. 
3 J. · M. Wordie, ' ·The Cambridge Expedition to East Greenland in 1926,' 

G.J. lxx. 1927, ~25.. \ . 
t ]. M .. Wordie: 'The Cambridge East Greenland Expedition, 1929 :·Ascent 

of .. Petermann Peak,' G.J·. lxxv, 1930, p. 481 .. · . . . • 
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high latitudes and proximate often to the Inland Ice itself or to some 
neighbouring giant ice stream debauching therefr-om, than the existel\Ce 
of these ,dry valleys, which, ho\vever, at times contain a considerable 
amount of vegetation. The summer snowline is surprisingly high in 
SoiJ:le p:rts of the interior, approximating in places to sooo or 6ooo feet, 
and this must be dependent largely upon the low precipitation, which 
is decidedly less than at the co.pst line. ln spite of the prevailing aridity 
hardy species-of plants are found, such as. the arctic willow, and dwarf 
birch, attaining ·at most 12--18 ·inches of stature, and sufficiently 
abundant at times to provide fuel for camp fires. Heath, especially 
cassiope tetragona, is often widespread, and Seandinavian species of 
sorrel, harebells, Iceland poppies; cotton grass and other coarse 
grasses abound in places, particularly in the coastal tra~ts. To our 
surprise the Gregory Valley provided us with bilberries or some arctic 
equivalent in quantity for very welcome dessert. Reindeer were once 
roaming these pastures, though for som·e unknown reason they 'have 
now· disappeared, possibly on account of the depredations of wolves5 ; 

but arctic hare were abundant, and herds of musk oxen are often to be 
found in some of these remote valleys. Let no one label this region a 
' barren arctic desert ' ! 

• 

. . 

·From some remote bivouac one sets off for the glacier by which it 
usually is necessary to approach one's· peak or other objective. These 
glaciers of north-east Greenland present at times considerable diffi ... 
culties of approach in that their terminal fronts and sides are often 
cliffed, and even overhanging. This_ seems to be mainly due to th~ 
fact that their , mOvement takes place by over-thrusting, or motion of 
layer upon layer, which is a condition of their physical state. Glaciers of 
the Temperate Zone are in a melting condition and charged with _ 
water, whereas these far northern glaciers are frozen throughout their 
mass ; the latter m(lve, therefore, largely by · fracture and shear, 
whereas the mode of motion of the former a:pproximates to the laws of 
viscous flow. This physical difference in the ice, in the opinion of the 
writer, would seem to account for the greater steepness of the glacier 
borders, although another factor in some cases may be that of relative 
advance or recessiorf. These matters I have di~cussed more fully 
elsewhere.-6 · 

It should be emphasised of course that where glaciers actually reach 
tidal water, as is so frequently the case at t~e heads of many of the fjords, 
they present an impregnable line of cliffs often 8o feet or more in 
height and dangerous of approach QP. account of ' calving.' No one 
need hope to effect a landing at such places. A spectacular in.stance of 
this is at the head of the Ice Fjord, a narrow inner attenuation of the 
great Franz Josef Fjord, where in 1933 we found surrounding us lofty 
mountain walls, and the immense ice fronts of the Jatte and De Geer 

5 N. E. Odell, ' Franz J osef Fjord and the Mystery Lakes District,' Scottish 
Geograph. Mag., 53, 1937, p. 312. 

6 N .. E . . ·Odell, ' The Glaciers and Geomorphology of the Franz Jose£ Fjord 
Region of North-east Greenland,' G.J. ex .. , 1937• 
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Glaciers, the latter some three miles in length . . At few places W4S a 
landing practicable, and the fjotd depth was such (averaging approxi
mately I ooo feet) that while we were exploring the local mountains the 
expeditionary sloop could not anchor but was obli~ed to cruise about 
for five days. · . 

Once one has gained the surface of ~hese high arctic glaciers there is 
u.sually little difficulty to be experiencep from crevasses, except perhaps 
quite locally, and often one can proceed for mile after .mile over an 
unbroken surface. Nor is one troubled in the summer, as in Spits
bergen and the more southerly parts of Greenland, with great rivers 
o£tmelt water. Hummocky surfaces, however, are encountered on some 
of the glaciers, and the writer will .never forget. his trek up the · Jatte 
(Giant) Glacier towards the Inland Ice whence it sprang. This 
Himalayan-like ice stream, .some four miles wide, was a sea of 
hummocks, individuals of which ·were up to fifty feet high, with 
steep flanks necessitating endless step-cutting unless one was shod with 
crampons. But this large scale wastage of glacier surfaces is not the 
only obstacle to .travel in these high latitudes, for as the summer 
advances the prolonged round-the-clock sunshine can play great havoc 
on a smaller scale. ' Sun pits 'and me1t hollows appear, the latter often 
lightly frozen over, and extensive crusted surfaces, that unexpectedly 
give way beneath one's feet. Such features provide the most trying and 
laborious of travelling conditions, making sledging impossible, and at 
times greatly -magnifying the period of approach to one's ~eak. Tumul
tuous icefalls and disrupted glaciers, like those of west Greenlandt are · 
no daub~ to be found in some areas of the no.rth-east, but the writer has . 
fortunately not encountered them, or has unwittingly avoided them. A 
most remarkable phenomenon of north-east Greenland is what the 
writer has called ' cascading ' glaciers, illustrations of which he has 
given and described elsewhere. 7 These ice streams · flow down 
precipitous mountain walls of 1500 or 2000 feet, and with little dis
ruption of the ice retain their bodily continuity throughout. That they 
do not slide into the valley would appear to be due · to adherence by 
freezing t<? the rock, a condition, as already instanced of their completely 
frozen condition, consequent upon the prevailing low mean annual 
temperature. · 

The conditions of climbing upon the upper parts of Greenland 
mountains are largely similar to those of other ranges : buttresses, 
aretes, rock ridges ~ often of great length, are interspersed with ample 
stretches of ice and snow. There is usually a singular. absence of 
bergschrunds to prevent easy access to these features, but · in many 
parts of east Greenland one is confronted near the top of one's summit 
by a steep ice wall of formidable character. This wall forms the outer 
surface of an ice-carapace, or calotte, which rests upon what would 
otherwise be a flat-topped rock summit. The significance of these 
flattened summits is considerable, since actually they form the restricted 
relics of an ancient land surface which has in course of ages been highly 

7 N~ E. Odell, 1937, G.J., p. 117, op. cit • .. 
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dissected by the· erosive pr<:>cesses. of stream and ice action. In their 
attempt on Mt. Forel (I I,Ioo feet), in south-east Greenland} L. R. 
Wager and A. Stephenson were in 1931 faced by a steep ice dome or 
carapace of this character, and after arduous step-cutting in execrable · 
material, which required 20 or 30 strokes of the axe. for each s~ep, they 

l 

were forced _ eventually to retreat some 700 feet short of the summit. 8 

These ice-capped ' summits an~. deceptive and often of insignificant 
appearance from afar. We encountered instances north of Petermann 
and· Nathorst . Peaks, and another in the summit of Mt. Gore, where 
climbing solo the situation was distinctly impressive and the greatest 
care called for. · 

As so often happens in the case of the culD;linating point of a country, 
or the highest summit in a range, the technical difficulties inyolved in 
the ascent do not amount to much. Such too was found to be the case 
in the loftiest peak ,in all Greenland in the Watkins .Mountains, which 
lie just north of Kangerglugssuak and south-west of Scoresby Sound. 
TP,ese mountains had been first seen by Gino Watkins during a recon
p.aissance flight in 193 o at the. time of the British Arctic Air Route 
expedition. To reach them on foot was quite a.nother matter, and this 
was not accomplished untiLAugust 1935, when a long and well planned 
ski-ing and sledging expedition of over roo miles was· undertaken by 
L. R. and H. G. Wager, Longland, Courtauld, Fountaine and Munck 
(of Denmark).9 The ascent of the highest point, about r~,2oo feet 
(3700 m., Danish Survey), was made over moderately steep snow 
from a camp at ea. sooo feet on the northern side of; the mountain, that 
·is to say the side of the high Inland Ice. This ~ummit was fo1,1nd to be · 
but on-e of many other gtand mountains which .extend along .the 
borders of the Continental Icecap. Future explorers of these moun

. tains, who may find access b~st from the directio.n of Score-shy Sound, 
should be amply rewarded for their enterprise : · to wit, arctic sumtner 

• • 
travel on skis through magnificent scenery and first class exploratory 
climbing of all kinds. . . . · : 

The outstanding primary difficulty and hazard of mountaineering in 
east Greenland is the voyage through the pack-ice belt, which. in $ome 
seasons is well nigh impenetrable : one's arrival, therefore, at the coast 

· may be seriously delayed, and time may not permit of reaching the 
greater ranges of the interior at the heads .of the long fjords. But even 
if these grand waterways, with t4eir spectacular scenery' can only be 
penetrated to a moderate distance, the rewards are great; and excellent 
climbing is ·everywhere at hand. If in 1933 we had been unable to ex--
. plore the Franz J osef Fjord beyond the Teufel~schloss, which towers so 
abruptly 4300 feet above water level, that remarkable peak alone would 
have made the visit worth while, although the technicalities of our 

. first ascent were of a surprisingly moderate nature. Surpr.ising too to 
8 Mt. Fo_rel was ascended in 1938 by the south ridge by Andre Roch, Pider

mann and Baumann, of the Akademischer Alp·enclub Zurich, from a base camp . 
on Sioralik Fjord. . 

9 J. L. Longland: 'The Watkins Mountains,' A.J. 48. 40 sqq. A. 
Courtauld :. 'A Joqrney to Rasmussen Land,' G.J.lxxxviii, 1939, zo6 . 
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some may be the fact that so warm was the afternoon, even in these 
high latitudes_, that we climbed stripped to the waist for the greater . 
part of the excursion. Let no· man condemn this country as subject 
only to. a .frig~a arctic climate at any rate in the summer ! 

• It was in_ Spitsbergen in 1896 and 1897 that Sir Martin (later Lord) 
Conway ~eally inaugurated summer arctic ttavei and mou11taineering, 
when with E. J. Garwood, he made a nuinber of notable ascents, in
cluding Mt~ Hedgehog (part of the Hornsundstind range), Diadem, 
Pretender, the middle peak ~f the Three Crowns, etc.10 ~xcept for 
some reconnaissance ascents by Swedes and Russians prior to the 
remarkable measurement of an arc of ineridian in the east at the turn . 
of the -century, and Wordie's climbs, including Mt. Monaco, in the 
Prince Charles Forelax:1d, and some others in Stor Fjord, in 1.919 and 
1920, little mountaineering had been done in Spitsbergen until the 
series of Oxford.expeditions which commenced in 1921. Two of these 
(1921 and 1923) the v\rriter accompanied, with all the enthusiasm of 
an embryo geologist in the fir~t glowing ·flush of exploration. Qur 
actual ·territorial achievements . and failures have been recounted 
elsewhere.11 Here it is only intended to g~ve an outline of the general 
conditions encountered in reachirig the peaks of that in many respects 
remarkable little arctic land. · . . · · 

• • 

Unlike east Greenland, but ·comparable in_ this respect with the 
. west coast ·of Greenland, Spitsbergen does not offer, during most 

summer· seasons, any dit;ficulties and hazards of approach. The polar 
. pack ~as usu~lly rytreated sufficiently far northward by July or early 
. · August for ships to apptoach the west coast and sail into one or more of 

·the many fjords and sounds. The eastern coasts of the ·country are a 
differen~ proposition; and only on rare occasions 4as the archipelago 
been ·circumnavigated. Since the 8oth parallel of latitude passes through 
the northern limits of the land, not too much must be expected of the 
ameliorating ·effects of the North A thin tic Drift which derives from the 
beneficent Gulf Stream. But that beneficence has its marked effect 
upon all parts of this far northern land, and particularly upon its 
extensive glacier& and plateau or highland ice. In contrast to north
east Greenland, one is struck by the widespread effects ·of melting. 
Often one has no sooner disembarked upon the shore of a fjord than 
one finds oneself wallo'Ying in inud. Indeed at the height of summer 
whole valleys are in places :a muddy morass, innocuous at times in 
appearance through superficial drying, but often sufficient in depth to 
engulf one up to- the knees. -. The prolonged sunshine of these .high 
latitudes and the genial temperatures are sufficient. on suitably oriented 

10 Sir Martin Con way :· ' With Ski and Sledge over Arctic Glaciers,' 1898 . 
(Dent.) · . . .. 

11 N. E. Odell : ' Explorations in the Mountains of Eastern Spitsbergen,' 
A.J. 35· 232. sqq. · · . 

N. E. Od~ll : ' Notes on the Oxford University Expedition to Spitsbergen, '· 
A..J. 34· 102 and so6. . 

R. ·A. Fra:zer : ' Central .Spitsbergen and Northeast Land,' G.J. lxiv ' l> 
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slopes to form veritable mud glaciers, the negotiation of which requires 
much ~are and preliminary reconnaissance. But intermediate stretches 
are to ·be found where excellent firm and dry camp sites can be had, 
and where arctic vegetation and flora thrive in surprisil).g luxuriance. 

In our President's Mountain Cra_ft, the chapter by Lord Conway, on 
' Mountaineering in the Arctic (Spitsbergen),' mentions some of the 
conditions to be encountered on the great glaciers which descend 
from the vast upland neve sheets of the interior. Early in the season, 
when snow ~till extends to a low level over the glacier, rapid and fairly 
easy progress may be made on skis, and sledges can be used to advantage 
for the conveyance of camping equipment. This will not always be 
possible, however, or, if the season is more advanced, it may be necessary 
to' back-pack ' the loads a long way up the gla~ier ~efore sledging can 
profitably be used. In I 92 I we found that the. latter was the better 
method for the bulk of the impedimenta, since the Nordenskiold 
Glacier which we were ascending had a channelled, stony and very 
variable surface in its lower reaches, and much of it could only be 
negotiated by a sledge with the lightest of loads. Grevassed areas, too, 
had to be passed, and there is no more anxious and ticklish work than 
coaxing a heavily loaded s.ledge through an unsafe tangle of crevasses, 
many of which may be only too treacherously bridged. 

All this lower glacier region has· its difficulties multiplied many 
times over as · the season becomes advanced, owing to the tru.ly sur
prising amount of melting and rate of wastage which goes on in a 
climate where the air temperature may remain above freezing point 
for long spells and the sun may be shining for 24 hours at a stretch. 
Hummocks and channels become hillocks and ravines ; honeycombed 
ice, ' cryoconite wells ' (melt hollows), river-cafions and dirt-cones in 
each case become emphasised ; but worst of all are the glacial morasses. 
Sometimes the vast quantities· of melt water collect in glacial lake~, 
which by the enormous intake, at t.he surface as well as sub-glacially, 
become a surging mass of troubled waters or muddy fluid, the roar of 
which can be heard miles away. At other times this water collects to 
permeate low lying snowfields \Vith no adequate outward drainage. In 
our crossing of eastern Spitsbergen in I923 we had more than our fill of 
these conditions to contend with before reaching the high interior. And · 
nothing is more exasperating than to have so to contend, when one is 
submerged in such a thick· mist, as often happens, that one cannot see t<f 
avoid the morasses and runs, sledge and all, into the unpleasan~ freezing 
mixture. On one occasion when leading on a long ·rope, and on skis, 
I sank· waist deep and became hopelessly bogged in a snowy morass of 
this character', and after the incident had been ~ruthlessly recorded 
photographically, I was eventually rescued by my not too sympathetic 

• companions. 
But the troubles of the lower glaciers are in most places overcome 

after two or three days' hard journeying, and then one emerges on to 
the high neve fields of the interior, the so-called Highland Ice, at an 
altitude of from 3000 to 4000 feet. Some seasons, however, thick fog 

• 
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can be a constant menace and hindrance, as Conway and Garwood 
found in 1897 and we experienced again in 1'921. Then, in clear 
weather at times the most amazing mirage effects are to be seen when 
travelling over the high upland snowfields mirage as striking. and 
varied as that of the Tropics, except perhaps for the absence of the 
palm trees ! In a good season and when fog is absent nothing is more 
delightful than ski-running over these vast wh~te tracts, whert- the 
air temperature remains mostly just below freezing and the surface is 
hard enough for the effort of sledge hauling to be reduced to a minimum. 
It is amazing how small that effort need be under these conditions even 
with a heavily loaded sledge. And on the down grade, or where one 
may be descending the head snows of some great glacier, the effort 
assumes a negative value and the sledge becomes a tractor to speed one 
over the surface, calling only for any degree of skill when it becomes 
necessary to negotiate schrunds or any other lurking obstacles in one's 
path. In 1923, with a iavourable wipd, we followed Nansen's method 
and set sail to our sledges, and many were the arguments as to how 
much load we were thereby saved ! Much heavy labour can, of course, 
be obviated if dogs are used for sledge hauling. But they become an 
unmitigated nuisance in difficult crevassed country. Moreover, where 
every member of a small party is wholly preoccupied otherwise with 
scientific work, the attention that dogs necessitate .cannot be given ; 
one may return to one's camp or sledges to find almost everything 
devoured by the perpetually hungry huskies ! . 

The schrund~ of Spitsbergen, and in pl~ces even the crevasses of the 
lower glaciers, need a special note of warning. We found that :many are 
' bell-shaped,' or widen downwards, thereby requiring the greatest 
care. It would have been a pretty hopeless job retrieving our sledges 
from these yawning abysses, which were often just lightly bridged. 
With or without sledges we always ran roped in any area where they 
were suspected. We found too· that schrunds were apt to occur on the 
tops· of saddles, or cols, and not merely on their flanks which is their 
more usual location.. · 

• 

But it is not only polar travel by ski and sledge in which one may 
indulge to the full in Spitsbergen. While the proportion of snowfield 
and glacier to rock eminence is high or preponderant, there are many 
pea~s and ranges of fine aspect, although of no great altitude. We 
ascertained in 1923 that Mou,:1t Newton, at 5478 feet, was the cul
minating point not only of the east b"4t also of the whole country, and · 
two of our party (R. A. Frazer and G. Milling) at that time made 
its second ascent.12 Many fine mountains lay to the north and north
west of it, some of which we ascended. Amongst them was the bold 
Stubendorff Range of truly Alpine aspect,~ one peak of which (Mount 
Irvine, ea. 5200 .feet) gave A. C. Irvine and the writer an excellent 
all-round expedition, which included some 3000 feet of climbing on 
good rough metamorphic rock. . 

12 The first .asceht of Mt. Newton was made in 1900 by A. S. Vassiliev and 
party of the R,uss.ian Arc of -Meridi~n Survey. 
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Conway and Garwood entering fro.m the west -coast at King's Bay 
had sledged· to the foot of many fine mountain nunataks in King 
J ames' . Land and~ as already cited, had made several ascents. Many 

· of these nunataks~ rising like . islands out of the uplan<;l ice, afford · 
nothing more than scrambles ; others, particularly where of horizontal 
limestone or sandstone and terraced, give climbs reminiscent of the 
Canadian· Rockie~. A great deal .of traversing along terraces may be 
necessary on account of some vertical and uncompromising wall, 
which may not always yield to direct assault. A typical sum~it of this 
character was Mount Te-rrier (ea. 36oo ·feet), rising out of the ·head 
snows of the Nordenskiold Glacier, which was ascended by T. G. 
Loagstaff,. R. W. Segnit ·and the writer in 1921. There is a peculiar 
fascination about these island· nunataks, engulfed in their glacial sea, 
and r~rely · or never visited.· Their ascent seems always a most satis
factory and logical conclusion to the long ·polar journey by ski and 
sledge. The views to be obtained from their. summits, th~ exquisite and 
delicate tinting_ of the arctic landscape, particularly perhaps during the 
long ' night ' hours of low northern sunshine, are such that no other 
region ~an give. ·conway himself, artist that he was,. has paid full 
tribute to the unusual charm .of this far northern country, and it is a 
matter of some pathos and. regret that ordinary photographs omit so 
. much of t}:tat cha..rm, even to the extent, in some persons, of inducing 
an impression of. barren austerity if not actual revulsion ! The sc~nic 
value of the Arctic as a field of mountaineering is one thing, while· the 
cra{t is another though allied to it. Of the latter no aspect, perhaps, 
is brought more to the for·e than reconnaissance, which in the Alps, 
where every feature is now t~o well known, is apt to be so neglec~ed. 
Our President has declared that reconnojtring as an art is the gold cup 
iri the sack . mouth of the mountaineer's ·equipment, and has added 
with poignant truth : ' Nothing but actual necessity, the ne~d of pro~ . 
viding for safe progress . or comfort, \vill induce most men on a holiday 

· to exercise or educate their observation. The loss is considerable ; not 
' . o{lly because a developed faculty of observii?-g, and of reasoning from 

the obser~ation, is in _itself a valuable permanent possession, but 
because the neglect involves the failure to see much that is beautiful. '13 

In the relatively nearby mountains of Greenland and Spitsbergen orie 
can practise · and develop this faculty with perhaps greater facility than 
almqst anywhere else. · 

1~ G. W. Young, Mountain ·Craft, · chap. viii. 
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